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A MORET Tool to Assist Code Bias Estimation

F. FERNEX*, Y. RICHET and E. LETANG
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiret� Nucliaire, BP] 7 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex, France

This new Graphical User Interface (GUI) developed in JAVA is one of the post-processing
tools for MORET4 code. It aims to help users to estimate the importance of the kff bias due
to the code in order to better define the upper safety limit. Moreover, it allows visualizing the
distance between an actual configuration case and evaluated critical experiments. This tool
depends on a validated experiments database, on sets of physical parameters and on various
statistical tools allowing interpolating the calculation bias of the database or displaying the
projections of experiments on a reduced base of parameters. The development of this tool is
still in progress.

1. Introduction base. However the number of accessible parameters
obtained at the end of a calculation is huge: reaction

Criticality safety is notably assessed on physical rates by media and isotopes, leakage, all these values
parameters issued from calculation codes, the most given for each group of the energy mesh. This number
important being the neutron effective multiplication is too important, compared to the number of
factor (kff). Codes are able to predict the value of this experiments in validation database, to perform a
parameter with an error margin 6 k,,,, due to statistical statistical analysis. Therefore a parameters
means used (Monte Carlo method) and also a optimization method must be applied to determine the
calculation bias due to the approximations needed to most important parameters, in order to calculate
modelize the neutron flux behavior. Usually, the distances between calculation case and experiments.
following condition must be demonstrated for normal
and credible off-normal operating conditions: 2. Characterization Database definition

where kff + 6 k,, < I - 6 kn,.,g - kbias - Gbias, The validation database contents average kff results

-kff is the value of the best estimator of the and associated standard deviation for all experiments
MORET4 calculation, coded into the MORET4 format in order to have an

- 6 k,, is the statistical uncertainty: user has to extensive representation of media and geometries
check the normality of the kff distribution obtained encountered in the nuclear fuel cycle. The
by the Monte Carlo calculation. Once checked, the characterization database (BdC: "Base de
user usually retains a value equals to 3 ;, where Caractdrisation") is an extension of the validation
represents the standard deviation of the database, which contains an increased number of

distribution 3 a is related to a level of confidence parameters.
equals to 99.73%), The already existing outputs in MORET4 code are the

- 6 k.ugin is the safety margin, following: flux, leakages, reaction rate for total,
production and absorption cross sections. These data

- kbia, represents the calculation accuracy of the are given per energy group and for a given calculation
calculation package (it includes the bias of zone. The addition of macroscopic cross-sections per
different calculation approximations as well as isotope and per zone allows obtaining to isotopic
uncertainties of data) and Gbi. is the statistical reaction rate:
uncertainty linked to the evaluation of bias. The la.

value of 6 kU,, has also to take into account an T a P"'g -TcE
Ox Y a. Pgextension of the area of applicability.

Because of the wide range of media encountered in P1119
criticality studies, estimation of the calculation bias is where
not easy. The only cases, for which this bias is known, -T is the reaction rate,
are the experiment evaluated for the MORET4 - YS is the macroscopic cross-section,
validation database'). Almost all of these experiments -cc is the calculation zone,
are issued from the ICSBEP program') and all follow -p is the type of reaction,
the ICSBEP classification. -i is the specified isotope
In order to evaluate the calculation bias of any -g the energy group.
criticality calculation, a distance between validation The number of accessible data is too important (see
database experiments and the studied case must be Table 1) and must be reduced. A first reduction
evaluated. The distance notion implied a parameters
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consists in regrouping on the one hand the fissile To avoid these constraints, a new method, based on a
zones and on the other hand the structures. Then all database reduction is being defined.
these information are stored in a MORET 4 output In order to detennine a characterization working
XML CARA-file (.cara.et). database as a part of the total database, the choice has

been made to sort the experiments in three groups
Table number of accessible param ters following on the one hand the ICSBEP criteria and on

I.sotopic action the other hand aspects linked with the MORET4
concentration Flux Leakage rate validation work. The ICSBEP criteria are the

Groups 172 172 172 following:
Fissile 0 the isotopic content of fissile materials (IJ, Pu,
zones I<nb<20 I<nb<20 I<nb<20 mixed U-Pu, U233 others),

Reactions 5-1 0 the physical form of the fissile media

Isotopes (metal, solution, compounds ... ,
I<nb<20 I<nb<20 0 the slowing down factor, which is a neutron

= Mia spectrum indicator.

Moderator I<nb<20 I<nb<20 I<nb<20 Moreover, MORET4 validation work has highlighted
zo some biases either due to material properties

Reactions 22 (absorption or scattering) for several isotopes (for

Total 40 6880 1 172 13508801 instance Iron in the 172 groups mesh) or to the
ITotal, production, absorption, excess, fission in approximations used (homogenisation step for

fissile zones. configuration with high flux heterogeneity). This work
ZTotal, absorption in moderator zones will be completed with the new experiments of the

validation database and some other biases may appear.
In order to keep the maximum number of parameters, The first group contains all the experiments satisfying
the new base consists of two XML files. both ICSBEP and validation criteria. The second
The first file contains ICSBEP information: group gathers experiments satisfying the ICSBEP

• type of fissile media, criteria only and the third contains all the other
• form of fissile media, experiments. Then, the user will determine his
• slowing down factor working base by selecting the experiments according

and some specific information related to specific to his own knowledge and need.
behaviour of the code. This concerns more particularly This step allows reducing the nurnber of experiments
absorbers with cross-section uncertainties. in the database but it also enables to adapt the set of
The second file contains all the other parameters: parameters to the actual case. For instance, a specific

• reaction rates (total, fission, absorption, energetic collapsing mesh may be defined in relation
production and excess) on the whole fissile to the different isotopes involved in the media and
media (the isotopic reaction rate are given), considering the neutron spectrum (the 172 groups
and on the structures, mesh does not suit to macroscopic comparison).

• flux by media,
• leakages.

The parameters contained in the second file are
S3) _ lbavailable on the 172 groups XMA mesh. This file is

a huge one and is never used in its entirety.
Presently, the characterization database contains

,Ealmost all the experiments results of the VO validation
.2base 379 over 399) and will be extended in parallel le

with the new validation base containing over 1200
experiments').

lo' le lo' lo' 10 1� I lo' lo' le le le
3. The parameters reduction process Energie (W)

As shown in Table 1, the number of available Fig. Uranium 238 capture cross section

parameters is too large compared to the number of
experiments in the validation database. Therefore a The neutron flux can be divided in three distinct
selection of parameters is required. A frst proposal domains (Fig. ):
has been made by E. GAGNIER 5) that lead to a set of 1. In the thermal domain, the cross-sections vary
35 physical parameters (essentially obtained by slowly with the energy.
combining reaction rates collapsed on a energy- 2. In the epithermal domain, the cross-section
groups mesh). Unfortunately, these parameters are variations are very important with the energy of
correlated and are the same for every kind of media. incident neutron. A broad mesh is not sufficient to
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describe precisely all the resonances and a self- P defines a new base and the visualisation only keeps
shielding treatment is needed. the thfee first axes of this new base and projects each

3. At high energy the resonances are so numerous experiment in this new three-dimensional space.
that they cannot be separated. The cross section is
continuous. 5. Bias evaluation

A specific energetic collapsing may define the relative Even if the number of parameters has consequently
importance of the flux in each energetic domain. The decreased, this number remains too important to
collapsing may be adapted in relation with the interpolate with classical tools like linear regression.
isotopes present in the fissile media. A second The Sliced Inverse Regression (SIR)7.8) is designed to
parameter reduction can be proposed in relation with reduce large number of parameters while keeping
the composition of the fissile media. All the isotopes maximum amount of information.
have not the same neutronic weight, therefore, only Let us define aj the parameters values of the id'

the most iportant isotopes are retained. experiment and Akffi the corresponding calculation
bias 

4. Visualisation a,, ... aln Akeff.1

X_ :One required capability of the tool is to display the and Y
position of a practical case among the experiments of aml ... a. Ak,.ff,.
the BdC. In this case, the parameters set is given in
relation to the ICSBEP classification of the practical n number of parameters, m number of experiments.
case and the user has to define the set of experiments The SIR method allows to define a new database W
on which the statistical method will be applied. Either resuming the major part of information of X with a
the whole base can be selected, or only a part of it in minimum parameters number W.
relation to user parameter choice (for instance b1i ... bin'

ICSBEP). The database representation is projected in W= with n<< n
a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) base, which
stores most of information. This technique of b.1 ... b..

multivariate analysis provides a set of parameters that The bj parameters are obtained by the following
are linear combinations of the given parameters. All method. The initial database is divided into
the new parameters are uncorrelated and are sorted in homogeneous groups regarding Y values ig.3).
relation to the ratio of information kept.
The PCA method6) is equivalent to building a new Xi AL

base where axes are sorted in terms of carried
information.

&X3 +4-

+

Y

X ALX7
+ ++ / +..!��++

++

Fig.2 PCA method representation

x1i ... Xin Y

X= C=eovX=PDP-' Fig.3 Groups definition

XMI ... Xmn Then the Principal Components Analysis is performed
where P is C eigenvectors and D is C eigenvalues on the centres of the above-defined groups.
matrix.
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6. The graphical user interface (GUI)

Fig.4 PCA on groups centres The GUI of the tool is developed in JAVA in order
to rim on most operating systems (Windows, UNIX,

The SIR matrix is defined as follows: Linux). The different panels of the GUI resume all the
steps of the method presented above and allow user to

sij S1'P access to the three main functionalities:
XI

W = X SIRXY definition of the characterization's working

s"I S"P database user selected experiments with 2 first

where the Sp are the p first principal components. panels Fig.6 and 7,
p is chosen to keep a defined amount of information e graphical visualization of a practical case
(for instance 80%). among the experiments of the working
Once the dimension reduction has been performed, database (PCA panel Fig.8),
classic interpolation method may be used. In present a bias estimation with statistical uncertainty
case, Kernel Smoothing method has been retained to evaluation (SIR-KS panel Fig.9).

evaluate calculation bias.

6.1 The ICSBEP parameters selection panel

The first panel (Fig.6) allows reading the CARA-
Y file. The user must specify the ICSBEP parameters of
Yi its practical case and indicates the presence, or not, of

specific isotopes. Once done, the validation button
YM gives accessto the database panel.

Yo

XO Xi x x�

Range a

Fig.5 Kernel smoothing principle

Our goal is to evaluate y the ordinate of point x. The y
value is a weighted average value of y where the
weights are the inverse exponent of the distances
between x and the xi considered.

E (Oiyi 2

Y f W = I I where = e(X ai Fig.6 ICSBEP parameters panel

k is a user-defined smoothing parameter. For instance,
the interpolation function fx) for a two p-parameters 6.2 The database panel (Fig.7)
case is defined as follows: The second panel allows the user to define the

characterization's working database. The BdC is
divided into three parts:
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The first contains the nearest experiment in the On each axe, the quantity of information stored by the
ICSBEP classification. parameter is indicated in per cent.
The second contains the experiments The total amount of information restored on the three
satisfying the ICSBEP parameters but differs axes is given in a box below the graph.

on the extra isotopic parameters.
The third part contains all the other It is also possible to select an experiment in the list
experiments. that appears in green on the graph.

To build the working database the user can choose
experiments in the three parts of the database. A A further evolution will allow calculating the distance
graphical tool is also available to help the user to between the practical case and the center of all the

select the experiments. experiments.

Fig.7 Data selection panel Fig.8 PCA display panel

This tool allows comparing the different 172 groups
parameters, such as flux, leakages and reaction rate, of 6.3.2 Bias evaluation panel (Fig.9)

the practical case and of te experimental cases This SIR-KS panel allows evaluating calculation
contained in the whole database. Advanced bias by means of statistical tools. Depending on the
capabilities are integrated such as zooming, scale number of experiment retained, the calculation method
changing (linear and logarithmic), printing data in a varies. If the number of experiments is too small
file or in a dynamic table. The three parts of the BdC (smaller than 1.5 times the number of parameters), a
are accessible through the tabbed panel surrounded simple average on the Akff is performed; else a SIR-
with red. The experiments selected in the working KS interpolation method is used.
database are surrounded with green.

These first two panels aims to define a working
database (reduced or not) on which elaborated
statistical method are going to be applied in order to
visualize or evaluate a bias and its uncertainty.

6.3 The statistical tools panels

Once the working database has been selected, two
options are available. The first option is to display the
practical case among the experiments of the reduced
database. The second option is to evaluate a
calculation bias from the reduced base of experiments.

63.1 Visualization panel (Fig.8) ANOMMON"Fig.9 Bias evaluation panel
In the PCA panel, the parameters are projected on

the base defined by the PCA method. The practical These both methods give results but need farther
case appears in red and the experiments of the reduced developments. Presently, these methods only give a
database appear in blue. On the left side of the panel, value of calculation bias, but another parameter has to
all the selected experiments are displayed and the set be evaluated. This parameter is the uncertainty on the
of parameters used in the PCA are detailed with the result of the method. The SIR-KS method is a quite
type of energetic condensation. precise way to proceed and the uncertainty on the
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result is small, but for the average calculation, the References
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determine this bias is in progress. C. Venard.
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range of cases that could be encountered in all the applicability," ICNC'99 Versailles, Sept. 1999

nuclear fuel cycle and during the fissile material 6) I.T. Jolliffe,

transport. "Principal Component Analysis," Springer Series in
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• the choice of the parameter sets, 7) J. Saracco,
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